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I will be producing a Newsletter on our “old” season once we have dried and thawed out!  In the meantime 

as more and more Shoots are already advising their dates, I am pleased to enclose details of the available 

dates from our Shoot Calendar for the new season. 

 

INCREASE IN COSTS 
You will all be aware of the ongoing increases in a number of our overheads particularly wheat and other 

ingredients used in pellets fed to chicks from day old.  Many of our other overheads are also due to 

increase over the year.  We could cut back on the quality of our day and service given to the guns, however 

I prefer to maintain the quality of shooting now established.  I therefore regret I have had no option but to 

increase our Shoot fees.  Although each day will cost a little more I can guarantee no corners will be cut in 

achieving the quality of day we have all become accustomed to. 

 

FULL EXCLUSIVE DAYS  
If you would like to bring a full team, now is the time to consider this as once a gun is taken on a day it 

becomes a day for individual guns or small teams of up to 4 guns.  Keepers Days are not available as 

Exclusive full team days.   

 

INSURANCE 
I am pleased to give details of a new comprehensive insurance package offered by GunsOnPegs.  It is a 

must for anyone involved in game shooting.  Please visit www.gunsonpegs.com/shooting_insurance/ripley 
 

As this “Triple Barrelled Cover” offers far more than I could ever offer under our self administered fund I 

do not propose continuing our shoot fund after 31st January 2013.  Once the present fund ceases I am 

concerned that no form of cancellation insurance cover will be in place, so if a day is cancelled everyone 

shooting on that day without their own insurance cover will lose their shoot fee.  With the rising overheads 

I regret there is no room in the Shoot budget to underwrite any cancelled days.  
 

As an added incentive to subscribe to this new insurance package, any individual gun who takes £2,500 

value or more of shoot days before VAT with The Ripley Castle Shoot in the 2013-2014 season will 

receive a credit of £100 which can be used against their shoot fees, cartridges or refreshments.  All I 

require is your policy membership number, so if you subscribe now your credit can be used against your 

initial shoot fee for the new season. 
 

As this new shooting insurance package offers so many benefits, I do strongly recommend you consider 

subscribing to it as soon as possible.  I also stress this insurance is personal to you.  I also hope to have 

details of a similar new insurance package for full Exclusive Days shortly.  
 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 

I do hope there will be something workable for you in our new season’s Calendar and look forward to 

hearing from you.  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Frank Boddy 
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